
Cremation
Product reference guide

•	 this book is provided to introduce your funeral home or cemetery to 
trigard cremation products. 

•	 for tools to talk to the families you serve, contact your trigard dealer.



No Outer 
Container

Concrete
Box

Lined, Sealed, Warranted 
Concrete Urn Vault

Strong 
downward 

force of 
backhoe

WHy a trigard lined Urn vaUlt?

the daily use of heavy cemetery 

equipment combined with the pure 

gravity of the earth exerts a force that 

far exceeds what an unprotected urn 

can handle.

P e a c e  o f  m i n d

this image is also available as a 20” x 28” poster. contact your trigard representative to order.



feature comPariSon chart

tier 3tier 1 tier 2
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*an appliqué can be placed on the top or sides of an aegean or elite urn vault. 
 a trilogy Simulated Stone or reflection urn vault can accommodate a top appliqué.
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the layers of a trigard lined, sealed 

urn vault combine for strength and 

protection. 

concrete

butyl tape
seal

polymer 
layers

White marble aegean®

immediate and secure seal

decorative exterior

With honors option 

reinforced urn vault

Vacuum formed polymer liner

appliqué option*

heavy polymer exterior liner

decorative corner columns and moldings

metal wrap on cover

metal interior wrap



Ultimate protection

interior & cover metal Liner + outer Layer of Polymer + concrete + Polymer Liner = 4 Layers of Protection

eLite®

rose granite with Stainless Steel

White marble 
with Bronze

White marble with copper rose granite with Bronze

all polymer/metal combinations available.

Exterior: 15” x 15” x 18”  Interior: 12” x 12”  top tapering to 11” x 11” Cavity: 14” top to bottom when closed



refLection®

copper

Tier 3 

interior & cover metal Liner + concrete + Polymer Liner = 3 Layers of Protection

Bronze Pink with Stainless Steel

interior & cover metal Liner + outer Layer of Polymer + concrete + Polymer Liner = 4 Layers of Protection

Stainless Steel

Exterior: 15” x 15” x 18”  Interior: 12” x 12”  top tapering to 11” x 11” Cavity: 14” top to bottom when closed Exterior: 15” x 15” x 18”  Interior: 12” x 12”  top tapering to 11” x 11” Cavity: 14” top to bottom when closed



above you rests a healing tree, 

with branches to the sky.

its roots planted deeply 

connecting you and i.

its shape, its trunk, its stature, 

represent your life.

the trials and tribulations, 

the joys, the tears, the strife.

from the healing tree i shall take 

a ring shaped like a dove

a ring to hold precious memories 

of your unforgotten love.

EnhancEd protEction

outer Layer of Polymer + concrete + Polymer Liner = 3 Layers of Protection

aegean® heaLing tree®

a ceLeBration of Life ceremony and urn VauLt

the family can say their goodbyes as they take a memory ring as a keepsake. the textured healing tree cover 
plate can be interred or detached and sent home with the family. it is also available for the elite® urn vault.

memory ring®

Exterior: 15” x 15” x 18”  Interior: 12” x 12”  top tapering to 11” x 11” Cavity: 14” top to bottom when closed



aegean®

tier 2 

outer Layer of Polymer + concrete + Polymer Liner = 3 Layers of Protectionouter Layer of Polymer + concrete + Polymer Liner = 3 Layers of Protection

the aegean® ultra urn vault has the same design as our aegean urn vaults, but uses a 
lightweight concrete for added portability. 

rose granite

White marble

Exterior: 15” x 15” x 18”  Interior: 12” x 12”  top tapering to 11” x 11” Cavity: 14” top to bottom when closed Exterior: 15” x 15” x 18”  Interior: 12” x 12”  top tapering to 11” x 11” Cavity: 14” top to bottom when closed



EnhancEd protEction

concrete + Polymer Liner = 2 Layers of Protection

triLogy®

Tier 2 

Simulated Stone

Exterior: 15” x 15” x 18”  Interior: 12” x 12” top tapering to 11” x 11”  Cavity: 14” top to bottom when closed

Brown



miLLennium®

tier 1

Polymer Liner = 1 Layer of Protectionconcrete + Polymer Liner = 2 Layers of Protection

basic protection

Black marble*

*Bronze urn not included

White marble

Exterior: 15” x 15” x 18”  Interior: 12” x 12” top tapering to 11” x 11”  Cavity: 14” top to bottom when closed Exterior: 14.5” x 17.5” x 13.5”  Interior: 10” x 13” x 10.25



OPTIONS

rainbow*flag Sky* mountain sunset* Pink flowers*

deer

yellow tulips

Barn

red roses

*art by Ken Jenkins

an appliqué can be placed on the top or sides of an aegean or elite urn vault. a trilogy Simulated Stone or reflection urn vault 
can accommodate a top appliqué. most appliqués, even with personalization, are available in 24 hours. call your trigard 
representative to order.

appliqué

faces and places define the boundaries of a lifetime 
of memories. trigard appliqué images have been 
carefully selected to serve as backdrops to your 
families’ cherished photos. 

firefighters

mums

rosebud tree

cabin daylight sky

fall church

horses Sky at dusk

mountains

crosses

cornfield Lighthouse

Waterfall

magnolia treegolf

mother’s Love

father’s Love

mallard

rose of Sharon

Lotus flower NEW! fishing



custom appliqué

Share a loved one’s story with photographs. trust our graphic designers to transform the family’s cherished 
photos into a custom appliqué. our urn vault appliqués can be placed on the lid, on a side beveled panel 
or stretched all the way around the urn vault as shown below.

trigard appliqués can be wrapped 
around  all four sides of the urn vault.



all of our urn vaults are available with honors. no matter the level of protection the family 
chooses, we have options to help pay tribute to their loved one’s service.

With honors

OPTIONS

elite® White marble with  
flag appliqué

trilogy® Simulated Stone with
crossed flags & navy emblem

reflection® honors Series 
with navy emblem

Black marble millennium® 
with air force emblem



trilogy® Simulated Stone with
crossed flags & navy emblem

niche® tower

Find your niche

Strong, secure and beautifully finished in granite panels, trigard’s niche 
towers provide a flexible solution for cremation memorialization.

Within the footprint of one traditional grave, you can give dozens of 
families a beautiful place to share memories.

our scalable, multistage system is easily shipped and assembled, whether 
you require only one unit or are designing an entire memorial garden.

trigard’s monu-niche gives families a place to visit 
their loved ones’ cremated remains. it is designed as a 
monument that sits on a small footprint, maximizing the 
value of your cemetery space.

our monu-niche system allows for 12 memorial spaces. 
it is built on a solid granite base and can be enhanced 
with personalized bronze cover plates and optional 
flower vases. monu-niche granite bases are available in 18” x 48” or 18” x 64” 

footprints. optional flower vases can be included with the larger size.

monu-niche®

a custom trigard niche Wall can transform overlooked nooks into 
usable space. a niche Wall can wrap around corners, fit into alcoves 
and flank doorways. custom-designed for your unique facility, 
a niche Wall will add value to your property and give families a 
cherished place for cremated remains.

trigard niche products are affordable solutions for funeral and 
cemetery professionals looking to provide elegant memorialization 
for families choosing cremation. Send us a picture of your space and 
our team of graphic artists will help you imagine the possibilities with 
a virtual mock-up. call your trigard representative to get started.

custom niche Wall



•	 Learn the formula to strong sales 
and make a positive impact on your 
business that could last for years

•	 class materials, software, housing 
and meals provided

•	 experience all of the facets of 
trigard, from manufacturing to the 
cemetery

•	 ready to enroll? Submit applications 
online or contact your trigard dealer

Sales tools

education

Visit
www.trigard.com/

university
to learn more.

contact your trigard dealer to order tools for your showroom or to enroll in trigard university.

•	 Selection room displays including 
urn Vault180 wall displays and 
healing tree® wall displays

•	 full color price lists

•	 family-focused product literature 
and posters

•	 images for your website

•	 marketing and sales teams to 
customize materials and train 

     your staff

having trouble visualizing marketing materials 
in your space? Let our team provide you with a 
custom selection room mock up.

showroom tools



the trigard family
family-owned, customer focused

 James “Big Jim” darby, founder/owner

“Big Jim” pulling his patented econofill dump trailer

Sunset memorial Park, early 1930s

the darby family, charles and florence darby along with their two 
sons, James and david, moved to danville, illinois, in 1960 after 
purchasing Sunset memorial Park. trigard/greenwood inc. was 
founded in the late 1960s in an effort to increase the size of the 
existing business, which consisted of two cemeteries and a burial 
vault company. 

When it came to memorialization, trigard’s founder James 
“Big Jim” darby, always believed “there has to be more…” a 
born entrepreneur, an idea sparked when Big Jim heard about 
thermoforming of polymers.

the new polymer liners were a tad shorter than the old fiberglass 
ones which made them sturdy enough for safe transportation. 
through research and study, the darby brothers introduced the 
arched cover design as well as added dimension which vastly 
improved the overall product. the company trade name was born, 
trigard, for the three layers of protection a trigard burial vault 
provides.
 
it wasn’t long before Big Jim introduced another unique product to 
the burial vault industry. trigard’s aegean® burial vault is still in a 
class of its own. it offers three layers of protection, an elegant look 
of refined marble and is still affordable. custom appliqués add 
personalization to the burial vault, another innovation introduced 
by trigard to the industry. 

the darby family not only manufactures trigard burial vaults, but 
also uses them as funeral home owners. Sunset funeral home 
opened in december 1984 as one of the first funeral home/cemetery 
combinations in the state of illinois. at the time, the combination 
operation was illegal in most states. Big Jim helped change the 
legislation that allowed the partnership of services to become a 
reality. the darby family and trigard have since expanded the 
company to include ownership and operation of seven funeral 
homes in illinois, indiana and arizona.

Big Jim is the Walt disney of trigard. his vision continues on through 
three of his five children, current owners donna darby-Walthall, 
chief financial officer; Linda darby, chief executive officer; and 
richard darby, chief operating officer. our continual goal is to 
serve families with the highest level of care possible. “Big Jim” surrounded by family at Sunset memorial Park



contact your proud trigard dealer for more information or to order.

800.637.1992
www.trigard.com

copyright © 2013-15 greenwood inc.


